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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1Development of a �reball database for the NEO segment ofESA's Spae Situational Awareness ProgrammeGerhard Drolshagen and Detlef KoshnyESA/ESTEC, Keplerlaan 1, NL-2201AZ Noordwijk, the NetherlandsGerhard.Drolshagen�esa.int and Detlef.Koshny�esa.intA �reball database will be developed within the near-Earth objets (NEO) segment of ESA's SpaeSituational Awareness (SSA) Programme. It will inlude information on �reballs brighter than magni-tude −10 observed sine January 1, 2010. This paper presents bakground information and disussesthe ontext and ontent of the �reball database.1 IntrodutionESA's Spae Situational Awareness Programme startedin 2009 with a preparatory phase. It onsists of threesegments: Spae Surveillane andTraking (SST), SpaeWeather (SWE), and Near-Earth Objets (NEO). TheSSA-NEO segment mainly fouses on1. NEO observations (surveys, follow-up observa-tions, physial haraterization);2. orbit preditions and impat risk assessments;3. preursor servies whih make observations, de-rived data and additional information available tousers; and4. NEO mitigation issues (study of impat e�etsand de�etion missions, international oordina-tion).Objets larger than 30�40 m are generally onsidered tohave the potential of ausing damage when impatingEarth. However, smaller objets exploding in the atmo-sphere an ause onern as well, both to the generalpubli and to deision makers, as the energy release anbe similar to those from nulear weapons. The NEOsegment will not apply any size limit for objets de-teted in spae. Meter-sized objets will be treated andatalogued as well as larger NEOs if they are observed.Obviously the hane to detet an objet in spae de-reases for smaller objets. For smaller objets it isforeseen to omplement the NEO data by informationon brighter �reballs.Figure 1 presents an overview of the SSA-NEO segment.2 NEO ServiesNEO servies will be gradually established. During thepresent preursor phase the NEO servies provided in-lude the following topis:1. news releases and potential impat warnings;2. NEO orbits, NEO impat risk (if appliable), andlose approahes;

3. physial properties of NEOs;4. Sky images and speial measurements (rotationurves, spetra);5. �reball data; and6. eduational material and supporting tools.It should be pointed out that the NEO servies mainlyuse data from existing failities and databases, suhas NEODyS (NEODyS-2, 2012), for orbits, lose ap-proahes and impat risks, or EARN (2012), for physi-al properties.The NEO data will usually be aessible on-line. A pre-liminary version of the NEO websites has just been de-ployed (http://neo.ssa.esa.int). The on-line NEOsite has a dediated sub-menu for a �reball database.3 Fireball database3.1 BakgroundThe �reball database will beome an integrated partof the SSA-NEO Small Bodies Data Centre (SBDC).It will be a searhable on-line database. The data willomplement NEO data towards smaller sizes and shallhelp to derive �uxes of smaller NEOs. The main inter-est is in the meter-sized objets. Impats from mete-oroids/NEOs in this size range are expeted to ouron a weekly or monthly basis (onsidering the ompleteEarth surfae). Spae-based and infrasound measure-ments of suh large �reballs were presented by Brownet al. (2002). Figure 2, taken from Brown et al. (2002)shows measured �uxes down to about 1 m diameter.The �reball database will omplement suh spae-baseddata�not all of whih may be publily available�andwill extend the �uxes towards smaller sizes. This willbridge the gap to standard meteoroid �ux models whihover the mirometer to entimeter size range, suh as,e.g., the meteoroid model by Grün et al. (1985).In addition, the stored information on �reballs will sup-port queries from sientists, politial entities, or the in-terested publi on observed atmospheri events.
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2 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012

Figure 1 � Overview of the SSA-NEO system.

Figure 2 � The �ux of small near-Earth objets ollidingwith Earth (Brown et al., 2002).3.2 ContentThe �reball database will inlude worldwide data onbright �reballs observed sine January 1, 2010. Theaim is to inlude all �reballs brighter than about mag-nitude −10. Information on individual �reballs will besomewhat �exible and ould inlude the following:

1. information on date, loation, brightness, et.;2. range of visibility, �ight diretion, et.;3. additional info, suh as sound, fragmentation, ex-plosion, meteorites found, et.;4. pitures, videos, artiles;5. information on publi reations;6. derived parameters, suh as veloity, trajetory,orbit, size, energy release, et.; and7. links to other soures and databases.3.3 DevelopmentThe development of the �reball database has startedin mid-2012 as part of a larger industrial SSA softwaredevelopment ontrat. The main ativity will be the de-velopment of the �reball database itself and its imple-mentation into the overall SSA-NEO database frame-work. Initially, only a limited amount of atual �reballdata will be inluded.The proedure to establish and maintain the sienti�ontent of the �reball database has still to be de�nedand established. Several �reball databases already ex-ist. It is intended to ooperate with existing �reball
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 3databases and networks as well as with other interestedgroups and individuals who an provide relevant data.Interested ontributors are enouraged to ontat oneof the authors.4 ConlusionIt is planned to inlude a �reball database into the SSA-NEO segment to omplement the information on NEOsin spae. The �reball data will support sienti� stud-ies and inquiries from the general publi. Cooperationis sought with existing �reball networks and interestedpersons to establish and maintain the �reball database.At present only one objet (2008TC3) was �rst detetedin spae, about 20 hours before impat, and then ob-served as a bright �reball over Sudan. It is hoped thatsuh overlap will beome more frequent in future.

In the future, ground-based �reball observations ouldbe omplemented by a planned dediated �reball sensorin spae.ReferenesBrown P., Spalding R. E., ReVelle D. O., Tagliaferri E.,and Worden S. P. (2002). �The �ux of small near-Earth objets olliding with the Earth�. Nature,420, 294.EARN (2012). �European Asteroid Researh Node�.http://earn.dlr.de/.Grün E., Zook H. A., Fehtig H., and Giese R. H.(1985). �Collisional balane of the meteoriti om-plex�. Iarus, 62, 244-272.NEODyS-2 (2012). �Near Earth Objets Dynami Site�.http://newton.dm.unipi.it/neodys/.


